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Animal spirit guides are spirit helpers in animal form who can provide guidance for questions you

have about any aspect of your life. In this deck of 44 oracle cards created by Steven D. Farmer,

youâ€™ll find clear and concise messages from each of the spirit animals represented that will offer

you sensible advice on whatever question you pose. The enclosed easy-to-follow guidebook

provides detailed instructions to help you immediately give accurate readings for yourself and

others, as well as elaborations on the initial message from each animal spirit guide.
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Messages From Your Animal Spirit Guides Oracle Cards are a powerful way to get in touch with

Spirit. Not every person is drawn to learn shamanic practice, in terms of journeying in

consciousness to alternate realities where power animals and spirit teachers reside. This is actually

a good thing, as it takes more dedication and regular practice than just taking a weekend workshop,

to form spiritual alliances with the compassionate loving spirits who want to help us with guidance

and healing.Dr. Farmer is a grounded individual who has been dedicated to the shamanic path for

many years, who recognizes the power and wisdom of the power animals and other helping spirits

in shamanism, but who realizes that these beings will gladly help people in terms of guidance and

healing, who are not led to study shamanism. He is a bridger of worlds, and has been guided to help

bring these powerful beings into the consciousness of people unfamiliar with shamanism.The

messages in this deck are grounded and empowering, as well as requiring self-reflection. Although I



love the energy of other oracle card systems such as angel oracle cards, these cards are different. I

can feel the animals' energy behind the cards, and the messages on the cards and the guidebook

are only a beginning as far as accessing guidance goes. These cards aren't for the new ager who

needs to consult an oracle to decide what to eat for lunch. The emphasis is on finding the answers

within. Over and over, the messages in the guidebook talk about figuring out what one wants, about

seeking balance, about figuring out where one has judgments. This is a deck of growth and

self-reflection. There is nothing glib about these messages.

"The Messages from Your Animal Spirit Guides Oracle Cards are designed to help you clearly

communicate with animal spirit guides in order to decipher questions you have about life, and

access intuitive guidance to assist you along your journey. Each of these cards carries within it the

essence of a particular spirit animal that most appropriately responds to your query or concern will

show up." - From the companion bookletWith his second animal deck, Messages from Your Animal

Spirit Guides Oracle Cards, shamanic practitioner Steven Farmer once again offers an accessible

portal to the realm of animal totems and their valuable guidance.With thick, textured cards

reminiscent of engraved leather and woodburned art, this unusual 44-card deck presents an earthy,

almost masculine energy that is both grounding and comforting.From meerkat to cardinal, honeybee

to platypus, the Messages from Your Animal Spirit Guides Oracle Cards provides wisdom from all

manner of mammals, as well as fowl, insects, reptiles and water dwellers.Measuring approximately

5 x 3 Ã‚Â½ inches, these cards depict a unique rendering of a particular animal, as well as a brief

message at the bottom. At first, I thought the imagery somewhat crude (loose water coloring or

airbrush strokes are combined with occasional bold lines), but as I began to work with this deck, I

discovered that the artwork evoked a vague dreaminess--perfect for shamanic journeying and

obtaining insight from the animal spirit realm.A few of the animals found in the Messages from Your

Animal Spirit Guides Oracle Cards include:* Tortoise - You're too fragmented, so do whatever it

takes to get grounded.
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